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Publications are not the only useful research output!



DATA MATTER (more)!

Do scientists have an 
obligation to make their data 

freely available?

Big push in the biological sciences for

“The paper is just an advertisement. The data and their 
analysis are the scientific product.”

Victoria Stodden, Richard McElreath



Joint Data Archiving Policy (JDAP)

http://datadryad.org/pages/jdap

http://datadryad.org/pages/jdap


Journals that require open data
Examples:

•The American Naturalist

•Biological Journal of the Linnean Society

•Biology Letters

•BMC Ecology

•BMC Evolutionary Biology

•BMJ

•BMJ Open

•Ecological Applications

•Ecological Monographs

•Ecology

•Ecosphere

•Evolution

•Evolutionary Applications

•Frontiers in Ecology and the Environment

•Functional Ecology

•Genetics

•Heredity

… http://datadryad.org/pages/jdap

http://datadryad.org/pages/jdap


The problem…

Many researchers are concerned about making their data publicly available. 

This is particularly true in fields such as ecology and evolution, where datasets are often 
complex, have a long shelf life, and can be used to test multiple hypotheses.



63% of PIs were against open data as currently 
required

41% of respondents said that they have avoided 
publishing in journals that require open data 

53% intend to avoid publishing in journals requiring 
open data in the future

“A key concern is that [open data] will be a 
disincentive both for the initiation of long-term 

studies, and for maintenance of ongoing studies.”



Data sharing trends in ecology & evolution?

Strong open data policies have had a positive effect on data 
deposition rates.

(Vines et al 2013 FASEB Journal, Magee et al 2014 PLOS One)



Does more mean better?...

Most journals and databases don’t verify the quality of archived data beyond 
basic checks like ensuring that a data availability statement and a valid DOI 

number are provided in the paper.

(Noor et al 2006 PLOS Biol, Costello et al 2013 TREE)
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How well are we doing?

We assessed 100 non-molecular E&E studies in journals that had adopted 
the Joint Data Archiving Policy (JDAP) or had a strong open data policy. 

Completeness criterion

Reusability criterion



Data completeness score

Meets data policy requirements

Does not meet policy requirements



Data reusability score



Data completeness - results

passfail

More than half (56%) of studies did not meet the minimum requirement 
of their journal’s open data policy.

(Roche et al 2015 PLOS Biol)



Data reusability - results

passfail

Even more (64%) of studies were archived in a way that partially 
or entirely prevented reuse.

(Roche et al 2015 PLOS Biol)



How do we increase quality participation?



How do we increase participation?



Our latest findings:

Aurelia Green

Cognitive Science Center

Nicholas Raihani Jenny McClung Redouan Bshary

Experimental Psychology



Data completeness & reusability

Variation in the quality of open data across studies (N=100).

passfail passfail



Data sharing is perceived as ‘scholarly altruism’.
(e.g. Kim and Stanton 2015)

What factors explain this variance? 
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Measured cooperation of authors who shared their data as:

- response time to survey (help a graduate student)

- self-report altruism (common psychology questionnaire)

- charity donation (draw to win $500 prize for participating)

 personalized survey requests sent out based on time-zone 
mentioned author’s research
 3 reminders sent at 1 week intervals

52 / 100 researchers responded to the survey

Do cooperative scientists share more/better? 





Fixed effects:

• gender

• years out of PhD

• social desirability

• conscientiousness

• collectivism

Multivariate Bayesian model 
to look at trait covariation



Multivariate Bayesian model 
to look at trait covariation

Fixed effects:

… not much happening:

• donations  with years out of PhD

• Response time  with conscientiousness

• Response time  social desirability



Multivariate Bayesian model 
to look at trait covariation



Multivariate Bayesian model 
to look at trait covariation



Strengths:

• real-world instances 
of cooperation

• focus on quality of shared 
data versus open data Y/N

Limitations:

• small sample size (N=52)

Multivariate Bayesian model 
to look at trait covariation



P = 0.682P = 0.566

A simpler analysis… with N=100

Data completeness Data reusability



Nice people can’t share…!
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We need better training in data 
management!



@dom_roche

Thanks to Sandra Binning, Redouan Bshary, Loeske Kruuk, Michael Jennions, Rob Lanfear, 
Hanna Kokko and the eco-ethology lab at UniNE for insightful discussions.
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